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ABSTRACT: This work reports on the synthesis and in-depth
electrochemical and photochemical characterization of two
chromium(0) and molydenum(0) metal complexes with bidentate
pyridyl-mesoionic carbene (MIC) ligands of the 1,2,3-triazol-5-
ylidene type and carbonyl coligands. Metal complexes with MIC
ligands have turned out to have very promising electrocatalytic and
photochemical properties, but examples of MIC-containing
complexes with early-transition-metal centers remain extremely
rare. The electrochemistry of these new MIC complexes was studied
by cyclic voltammetry and especially spectroelectrochemistry in the
IR region consistent with a mainly metal-centered oxidation, which
is fully reversible in the case of the chromium(0) complex. At the
same time, the two reduction steps are predominantly ligand-
centered according to the observed near-IR absorbance, with the first reduction step being reversible for both systems. The results of
the electron paramagnetic resonance studies on the oxidized and reduced species confirm the IR spectroelectrochemistry
experiments. The photochemical reactivity of the complexes with a series of organic ligands was investigated by time-resolved (step-
scan) Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. Interestingly, the photoreactions in pyridine and acetonitrile are fully
reversible with a slow dark reverse reaction back to the educt species over minutes and even hours, depending on the metal center
and reagent. This reversible behavior is in contrast to the expected loss of one or several CO ligands known from related homoleptic
as well as heteroleptic M(CO)4L2 α-diimine transition-metal complexes.
■ INTRODUCTION
Mesoionic carbenes (MICs) of the 1,2,3-triazol-5-ylidene type
have established themselves as prominent ligands in organo-
metallic chemistry.1−6 While in the majority of cases these
ligands have been used in homogeneous catalysis,3−6 they have
also found applications in small-molecule activation7−11 and as
parts of redox-active metal complexes.12,13 Furthermore, such
ligands have also been used in the field of photochemistry14−23
and in redox-induced and redox-switchable catalysis.24−28
Metal complexes of bidentate ligands containing one MIC
and one pyridyl donor have displayed excellent photo-
chemical9,19,23 and electrocatalytic properties.10 Most of the
aforementioned metal complexes are predominantly based on
late transition metals.3−6 Examples of early transition metals
with MIC ligands remain extremely rare.29 As part of our
continued interest in the transition-metal chemistry of
bidentate pyridyl-MIC-type ligands, we have now turned our
attention to the group 6 metals chromium and molybdenum.
The carbonyl coligands on the Cr0 and Mo0 centers make
them ideal platforms for a number of electrochemical and
spectroscopic (including photochemical and photophysical)
investigations.30−33 In particular, the CO ligands are powerful
markers for IR spectroscopy and can be very conveniently used
for following excited-state dynamics and reactivity in these
metal complexes. In this context, time-resolved step-scan
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy turned out to
be an ideal tool to characterize the long-lived electronically
excited states of transition-metal complexes on time scales of
nanoseconds and microseconds.34−39 At the same time, the
step-scan technique has been successfully applied in the
analysis of the photoinduced reactions35,40,41 also involving
transition metals.42−44
In the following, we present the synthesis and character-
ization of the chromium(0) and molydenum(0) complexes 1
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and 2 that contain the bidentate MIC-containing ligand L and
additional CO coligands. The electronic structures were
investigated by UV−vis−near-IR (NIR), IR, and electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroelectrochemical meas-
urements for both complexes, in combination with density
functional theory (DFT) calculations. Furthermore, the
photochemical reactivity was studied by time-resolved FTIR
spectroscopy to probe the dynamics and ligand-exchange
reactions of these complexes in the excited state. The choice of
ligand L for these investigations is interesting because L has
certain similarities to the α-diimine ligands mentioned above.
However, L possesses two different donors, and one of them is
the strongly donating MIC, which is expected to have a
profound influence on the properties of the resulting metal
complexes. To the best of our knowledge, these are the first
thorough investigations of transition-metal-bound radicals that
are based on MIC ligands of the 1,2,3-triazol-5-ylidene type.
Additionally, these are also the first spectroscopic inves-
tigations using time-resolved FTIR spectroscopy on the light-
induced ligand substitution reactions in transition-metal
complexes containing MIC ligands.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis and Characterization. The pyridyltriazolium
salt [HL1]OTf was synthesized by using a five-step synthetic
route in reasonable yield (see Scheme 1 and the Supporting
Information). Despite the presence of an additional pyridyl N
atom in E6, methylation of this compound with MeOTf was
fairly selective.
For the synthesis of complex 1, Cr(CO)6 was irradiated with
UV light in tetrahydrofuran (THF; Scheme 2). The in situ
formed solvato complex was further reacted with [HL1]OTf in
the presence of NEt3 as a base. Extractions and further
chromatographic purification delivered complex 1 in good
yield. A similar strategy was also used for the synthesis of
complex 2, except that in this case the prior formation of the
norbornadiene complex from Mo(CO)6 was necessary to get
better product yield (Scheme 2). The identity and purity of the
complexes were ascertained by NMR spectroscopy, elemental
analysis, and electrospray ionization mass spectrometry.
We were able to obtain suitable single crystals for
performing single-crystal X-ray diffraction studies. A look at
the molecular structure in the crystal for both complexes
(Figure 1) shows that the metal centers are coordinated in a
distorted octahedral environment, with the distortion being
imposed by the chelating nature of the L1 ligand.
The Cr−C and Cr−N bond lengths to the MIC and pyridyl
donors of L1 are 2.065(2) and 2.147(2) Å. The corresponding
Mo−C and Mo−N bond lengths in 2 are 2.202(1) and
2.275(1) Å. These differences in the bond lengths are a result
of the different sizes of the two metal centers. The M−C bond
lengths to the CO ligands that are trans to each other are
longer than the M−C bond lengths to the CO ligands that are
trans to L1. Accordingly, the C−O bond distances within the
CO ligands that are trans to each other are shorter compared
the same distances within the CO ligands that are trans to L1
(Table S1). Both of these effects are likely related to the better
trans influence of L1 compared to that of the CO ligands. The
C−C and C−N bond lengths within the L1 ligand in both
complexes 1 and 2 are all in the expected range.3−6 The Dipp
substituent on the 1,2,3-triazol-5-ylidene ligand in both 1 and 2
is twisted out-of-plane, with the dihedral angles between the
two planes being 79.1(1)° and 79.5(1)°.
Electrochemistry and Spectroelectrochemistry. Both
complexes 1 and 2 display oxidation steps at −0.17 and
+0.08 V (Figure 2; all measurements were carried out in
CH3CN/0.1 M Bu4NPF6 and referenced against the FcH/
FcH+ couple).
These data show that both of these complexes are easy to
oxidize, a fact that is a reflection of the low oxidation state of
the metal centers combined with the strongly donating nature
of the MIC-containing ligand.
The oxidation step for the chromium complex 1 is
reversible, whereas that for the molybdenum complex 2 is
irreversible. As reported previously,45,46 we attribute this
behavior to a more facile labilization of the M−CO bond
upon oxidation for the molybdenum complex compared to the
chromium complex. Notably, with the ligand L1, the oxidation
step in complex 1 is reversible at ambient temperatures at
normal scan rates (100 mV/s). For related α-diimine-
containing [Cr(CO)4] complexes, usually lower temperatures,
higher scan rates, or both are necessary to obtain
reversibility.47 We attribute the higher reversibility in our
case to the presence of the strongly donating MIC unit in L1,
which is likely able to compensate for the electron loss at the
Cr center that is induced through oxidation.
Both complexes also display two reduction steps each
(Figure 3). The first reduction steps, which are observed for 1
and 2 at −2.16 and −2.10 V, are reversible. The second
reduction steps for these complexes appear at −2.79 and
−2.68 V. This step is electrochemically and chemically
irreversible for both complexes (Figure 3) because the second
Scheme 1. Synthetic Strategy for [HL1]OTf
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reduction step leads to the appearance of at least two
reoxidation peaks that are shifted far to the positive side,
indicating the irreversible nature of that reduction step.
As can be seen from above, the oxidation potentials for the
two complexes differ substantially from each other, whereas the
reduction potentials are fairly similar. These data are a first
indication of a predominantly metal-centered oxidation and a
Scheme 2. Synthetic Strategy for 1 and 2
Figure 1. ORTEP representations of 1 (left) and 2 (right). H atoms are omitted for clarity. Ellipsoids are drawn with 50% probability.
Figure 2. Cyclic voltammograms of 1 (left) and 2 (right) in CH3CN/
0.1 M Bu4NPF6 with a glassy carbon working electrode at a scan rate
of 100 mV/s.
Figure 3. Cyclic voltammograms of 1 (left) and 2 (right) in CH3CN/
0.1 M Bu4NPF6 with a glassy carbon working electrode at a scan rate
of 100 mV/s (red, first reduction; black, first and second reduction).
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predominantly ligand-centered reduction. A more direct proof
of these assignments comes from spectroelectrochemical
studies and DFT calculations as discussed below.
The IR spectra of 1 and 2 in CH3CN both display a four-
band pattern in the region of 1830−2010 cm−1 typical for the
stretching vibrations of CO ligands (Figures 4 and S19 and
Tables S6 and S8), with the two middle bands being almost
degenerate. This pattern is characteristic for group 6
[M(CO)4] complexes containing an additional bidentate
ligand and is similar to what has been observed previously
for such complexes with α-diimine ligands.30−33 The oxidation
of 1 to 1+ leads to a strong shift of all of the CO bands to
higher energies (Figure 4 and Table S6). For example, the
band at 1998 cm−1 for 1 is shifted to 2089 cm−1 for 1+, which
is a change of 91 cm−1. The other bands are also shifted
accordingly to higher energies. Additionally, the bands at lower
energies become more degenerate for 1+, and the intensities of
all the bands are more equal in the oxidized complex compared
to the neutral form (Figure 4). The large shift (ca. 90 cm−1) to
higher energies of the CO bands is an indication of a metal-
centered oxidation step. When the potential was returned to
the starting potential after a full oxidation cycle was run, the
spectrum of the starting complex was recovered quantitatively,
thus displaying the reversibility of the oxidation step in 1, also
on the IR spectroelectrochemistry time scale (Figure S14).
Even though the oxidation step of complex 2 is not reversible,
the spectral shifts and intensities and the pattern observed in
the IR spectrum of the oxidized species as well as a comparison
of the spectrum with that of 1+ indicate a metal-centered
oxidation also for 2 (Figure S18 and Table S8).
In contrast to the oxidation step, the first reduction leads to
a shift of all the CO bands to lower energies (Figures 4 and
S19 and Tables S6 and S8). The extent of the band shifts is
much smaller for the reduction step compared to the oxidation
step. For example, the high energy band at 1998 cm−1 in 1 is
only shifted to 1978 cm−1 in 1•−, which is just a difference of
20 cm−1. A similar pattern is also observed for the conversion
of 2 to 2•−. The small shift of the CO bands upon one-electron
reduction is an indication of a predominantly L1-centered
reduction step (see below). For both complexes 1 and 2,
running a complete first reduction and reoxidation back to the
starting potential led to an almost quantitative regeneration of
the starting spectrum, thus displaying the reversible nature of
the first reduction step for both complexes (Figures S15 and
S19).
The in situ generated one-electron-oxidized species 1+ did
not display any EPR signal in a fluid solution at ambient
temperatures. In a frozen solution at −130 °C, 1+ displays a
signal with axial anisotropy with g|| = 1.980 and g⊥ = 2.062,
with Δ = 0.082. The simulated spectrum, including hyperfine
coupling to the 53Cr nucleus (I = 3/2; natural abundance =
9.5%), fits nicely with the experimental spectrum (Figure 5).
The absence of a signal in a fluid solution at room temperature
and the substantial g anisotropy observed in a frozen solution
indicate a predominantly metal-centered spin.
The in situ generated reduced forms 1•− and 2•− display
line-rich spectra in a fluid solution at ambient temperatures,
centered at g = 2.003 and 2.004 (Figure 6). Both spectra could
be simulated with good accuracy by considering a very small
hyperfine coupling to the respective metal centers and
predominant hyperfine couplings to four different 14N nuclei
and three or four different 1H nuclei. These results suggest that
the spin in the reduced complexes is predominantly localized
on the MIC and pyridyl parts of the L1 ligand (Tables S29 and
S31).
Spin-density calculations (see below) support these results
and also indicate spin densities on only three of the C atoms of
the pyridyl rings. The EPR data on the oxidized and reduced
complexes thus nicely complement the results from IR
spectroelectrochemistry that were discussed above. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first thorough and
unambiguous EPR spectroscopic characterization of a metal-
bound MIC-containing radical.
Both complexes display two main absorbance bands in the
visible region in their native state (Figures 7 and S22 and
Tables S10 and S11). These bands have a predominantly
metal-to-ligand charge-transfer (MLCT) character [a detailed
assignment of the absorption bands observed in the UV−vis−
NIR spectra will be made in the (TD-)DFT Calculations
section]. The oxidation of complex 1 only leads to a decrease
in the intensity of the bands in the visible region, with no other
significant changes (Figure S21). In the case of 2, a new
Figure 4. Changes in the IR spectra of 1 in CH3CN/0.1 M Bu4NPF6
with a gold working electrode during the first oxidation (left) and first
reduction (right).
Figure 5. EPR spectrum of in situ generated 1+ at −130 °C in
CH3CN/0.1 M Bu4NPF6.
Figure 6. EPR spectra of 1•− (left) and 2•− (right) at room
temperature in CH3CN/0.1 M Bu4NPF6.
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absorbance band is observed at about 325 nm upon oxidation,
while all of the other bands decrease in intensity (Figure S23).
The changes in the visible and NIR regions upon reduction in
both complexes are, however, very prominent and interesting.
Both 1•− and 2•− display two low-energy bands in the visible
region, as well as a relatively broad band in the NIR region
(Figures 7 and S22 and Tables S10 and S11). Such low-energy
bands in the visible and NIR regions are often an indication of
a metal-bound ligand radical.48 In view of the results from IR
and EPR spectroscopy on the reduced complexes, such an
assignment of these long-wavelength bands seems reasonable.
A thorough discussion of these assignments will be presented
in the (TD-)DFT Calculations section.
Time-Resolved FTIR Spectroscopy. The photochemical
reactivity of 1 and 2 with a series of potential organic ligands,
namely, CH3CN, pyridine, 2,2′-bipyridine, and CH2Cl2, was
analyzed by time-resolved FTIR spectroscopy.
At first, step-scan FTIR investigations were performed on 2
in a CH3CN solution, where the sample was excited with a
355 nm laser pulse. The negative bleach bands in the step-scan
difference spectrum correlate with the educt vibrations and
result from a decrease of the educt concentration. The positive
bands are assigned to the photoproduct, which is formed upon
excitation. The educt vibration at 1831 cm−1 is red-shifted to
1785 cm−1 in the photoproduct, whereas the initial band at
1894 cm−1 is blue-shifted to 1902 cm−1.
The transition observed at 2006 cm−1 for the educt is not
observed at all upon excitation because only the corresponding
bleach without any positive feature is observed (Figure 8).
The pattern and intensities of the step-scan difference
spectrum do not change significantly over the entire time range
of the experiment (approximately 500 μs after laser excitation),
indicating the formation of a long-lived photoproduct (Figure
S47). The presented spectra were averaged over 200 μs to
obtain smooth spectra with a very good signal-to-noise ratio.
The persistence of the step-scan spectrum over the complete
time range of almost 500 μs prompted us to follow the light-
induced reaction pathways over longer time scales up to
minutes. For this purpose, the sample was irradiated over 5
min at a repetition rate of 100 Hz, which leads to an almost
complete disappearance of the educt CO absorption bands.
Nevertheless, the remaining weak educt features show that 2 is
photochemically quite stable and only reacts under harsh
conditions. Interestingly, the new bands observed upon 5 min
of irradiation agree perfectly with the positive features seen in
the step-scan difference spectrum, so that the same photo-
product is observed independently of the experiment (Figure
9). After the period of irradiation (5 min), the reaction was
followed without further UV excitation to analyze potential
dark reactions after formation of the mentioned photoproduct.
Surprisingly, a slow dark reverse reaction was observed, with
complete reformation of the educt after about 30 min and an
IR spectrum that is identical with the educt spectrum.
A second period of irradiation (5 min) again leads to the
formation of the same changes in the IR spectrum, which
underlines the reversibility of the reaction. Hence, the
observations definitely do not agree with the mechanism
reported for the related homoleptic complex W(CO)6, which
was studied by transient IR spectroscopy by Schultz and Krav-
Ami.49 The expected loss of one or several CO ligands, known
from homoleptic M(CO)6
50,51 and the related M(CO)4L2 α-
diimine32,52−54 transition-metal complexes, is not observed
here and rather corresponds to cleavage of a coordinative bond
of the bidentate MIC ligand to the Mo center and occupation
of the free coordination site by a CH3CN molecule. It is
suggested that coordination of the pyridyl moiety of the MIC
ligand to the metal center breaks up because the carbene
Figure 7. Changes in the UV−vis−NIR spectra of 2 in CH3CN/0.1
M Bu4NPF6 during the first reduction with a gold working electrode
(the inset shows the region from 800 to 2000 nm).
Figure 8. Ground-state FTIR and step-scan difference spectra (λex = 355 nm, 0−200 μs) of 2 in CH3CN.
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would be protonated to the triazolium salt, which would
definitely inhibit the observed reverse reaction. At the same
time, dimerization, as described in the literature for the related
species [M(bpy)(CO)3(Cl)] (M = Mn,
55 Re56), cannot be
completely excluded. A large series of different potential
photoproducts, including aggregates with the solvent, CO-
bridged dimers, and dimers with metal−metal bonds as well as
intermediate binding of free CO ligands by solvent molecules,
were considered in the quantum-chemical calculations but did
not lead to a good description of the measured IR spectrum.
The chromium complex 1 showed similar spectra, with the
only difference being that the reactivity is lower and that one
additional weak CO absorption band appears at 1928 cm−1
upon irradiation (Figure S48). This feature might result from
the formation of a second isomer to a small extent. In addition,
it should be mentioned that the dark reverse reaction is
completed already after about 15 min and is thus twice as fast
as that in the case of 2, so that the metal center has an
influence on the reaction dynamics. The step-scan data are
analogous to the results obtained for 1 (Figures S49 and S50).
After the studies in CH3CN, the better N-donating ligand
pyridine was considered, where it should be mentioned that 1
and 2 are both stable in a pyridine solution in the dark. The full
conversion of the educt species to the respective photoproduct
is completed for both complexes after 5 min of irradiation
(Figures 10 and S51).
The observation that almost no educt is left after this period
of irradiation is explained by the better σ donation of pyridine
compared to CH3CN. Interestingly, the measured IR spectra
are all analogous to the observations in CH3CN, so that the
reaction dynamics may be identical. The reverse reactions from
the photoproducts back to the educts are completed after
about 35 min for 1 and 10 h for 2, so they are much slower
compared to CH3CN. This demonstrates that stable photo-
products are formed in a pyridine solution upon UV
irradiation, in particular for the molybdenum(0) species.
The interesting photochemical reactivity toward pyridine
incentivized us to analyze the reactivity under the presence of
the bidentate ligand 2,2′-bipyridine, using CH2Cl2 as the
solvent. For a solution of 2 saturated with 2,2′-bipyridine, a
dark reaction is already observed in the first FTIR spectrum
recorded immediately after preparation of the reaction mixture,
which corresponds to a few tenths of seconds.
Three new weak CO bands are observed between 1925 and
2000 cm−1, which do, however, not increase over time neither
in the dark nor upon light excitation (Figure S52). The
bleaching of the educt bands is assigned to a photochemical
reaction with the solvent. Hence, the reaction with 2,2′-
bipyridine is definitely incomplete with a low turnover. The
observation of three CO bands might result from a loss of one
CO ligand, lifting of one coordinative bond of the MIC ligand
to the metal center, and coordination of the bidentate 2,2′-
bipyridine ligand. However, a superimposition of additional
product vibrations by the educt peaks and/or the formation of
different isomers (three new peaks) cannot be excluded.
Because investigations with 2,2′-bipyridine in a CH2Cl2
solution gave first indications for a reaction with solvent
molecules, we performed step-scan measurements for 1 and 2
in a CH2Cl2 solution. The obtained step-scan difference
spectra are very similar to the results in CH3CN, with the
lowest-energy CO vibration being red-shifted by about
40 cm−1, the energetically highest educt band showing only a
bleach band without any positive peak, and the third CO
motion being blue-shifted by approximately 20 cm−1 in the
photoproduct (Figures S53−S56). This indicates that the
reaction mechanism under the presence of CH2Cl2 may be
analogous to the suggested dynamics in a CH3CN solution
with cleavage of a coordinative bond of the bidentate MIC
ligand to the metal and occupation of the free coordination site
Figure 9. FTIR spectrum of a fresh solution of 2 in CH3CN (black),
immediately after the first irradiation (red), at 30 min in the dark after
the first irradiation (green), and immediately after the second
irradiation (blue).
Figure 10. FTIR spectrum of a fresh solution of 2 in pyridine (black),
immediately after the first irradiation (red), at 580 min in the dark
after the first irradiation (green), and immediately after the second
irradiation (blue).
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by a solvent molecule. Again, the features and intensities of the
difference spectrum do not change significantly over the whole
step-scan experiment, so that investigations were performed on
longer times scales for 2.
An irradiation over 5 min leads to a significant decrease of
the educt bands and the appearance of a new CO vibration at
about 1930 cm−1. Different CO bands are observed
temporarily around 1925 and 1980 cm−1 over the next 7 h
after irradiation, indicating the formation of different
intermediates with a series of coordination motifs (Figure
S57).
Time-Dependent [(TD-)DFT] Calculations. DFT calcu-
lations at the B3LYP/RIJCOSX/D3/def2-TZVP level of
theory were carried out on 1 and 2, as well as on their
oxidized and reduced forms. The calculated bond lengths
(Tables S17 and S25) from the optimized structures of both
complexes are in good agreement with the experimental bond
lengths obtained from single-crystal X-ray diffraction data.
The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is largely
localized on the central metal atom and the two equatorial CO
ligands for 1 and 2, whereas the lowest occupied molecular
orbitals (LUMOs) in both the complexes are almost
exclusively localized on the chelating pyridyl-MIC ligand L1
(Tables S12 and S21 and Figures 11 and S25).
Because both the first oxidation and first reduction steps of 1
are reversible on the electrochemical and spectroelectrochem-
ical time scales, we briefly comment here on the calculated
structural parameters of 1+ and 1•−. In comparison to 1, all of
the calculated Cr−CO bond distances in 1+ are strongly
elongated, whereas the changes in these bond distances in 1•−
are only marginal (Table S17). Accordingly, the C−O bond
distances in 1+ are much shorter compared to those in 1, and
those in 1•− display only marginal changes compared to those
in 1. The changes in the calculated bond lengths within the L1
ligand in the three redox forms provide some further
interesting trends. In 1 and 1+, the changes in the bond
distances within L1 are marginal. However, when the same
distances are compared between 1 and 1•−, some systematic
changes are apparent. Within the 1,2,3-triazol-5-ylidene part of
L1, the C1−C2 bond is shortened in 1•− compared to 1,
whereas all of the other four bonds are elongated in the
reduced complex in comparison to the neutral one. These
observations fit nicely with the bonding/antibonding inter-
actions between the atoms, as seen in the α-HOMO of 1•−
(Figure S28).
The C3−N2 bond that connects the pyridyl and MIC units
in L1 is significantly shorter in 1•− than in 1. Within the
pyridyl ring, the most significant changes are in the C3−N1
and C3−C4 bond distances, both of which become longer
upon moving from 1 to 1•−. With these optimized structures,
we calculated the IR, EPR, and UV−vis−NIR spectroscopic
features for the various redox forms of both complexes. In the
following, we will restrict the discussion on the ground-state
spectroscopic properties to the chromium complex 1 because
the properties of the molybdenum complex 2 are very similar
to those of 1.
The calculated IR spectrum of 1 nicely reproduces the
experimentally observed four-band pattern in the CO region
(Figures 4 and 12). The calculated absolute values of the CO
stretching frequencies are, however, shifted to higher energies
compared to the experimentally observed ones, which can be
explained by the applied harmonic approximation (Figure S13
and Table S5). Additionally, the shift of the CO bands for the
reduced form of 1 in comparison to the native form is also
nicely reproduced by the calculations (Figure 12 and Table
S7). The calculated spectrum of 1+ (Figure S16) differs
significantly from the experimental spectrum. The reasons for
this discrepancy are not very clear at this moment and may
result from ion pairing. Further high-level quantum-chemical
calculations will be required to clarify this point.
TD-DFT calculations on 1 show that the experimentally
observed absorption band at 485 nm (see above) is a mixture
of transitions of HOMO−2 → LUMO (23%) and HOMO−1
→ LUMO (71%) (Figures S25 and S30 and Table S13). This
band can thus be assigned to a mixture of d(Cr) → π*(L1)
MLCT and CO → L1 ligand-to-ligand charge-transfer
(LLCT) transitions. The other prominent band in the visible
region at 394 nm arises from transition HOMO−2 →
LUMO+1. This band can thus be assigned to predominantly
d(Cr) → π*(pyridyl) MLCT and CO → pyridyl LLCT
transitions (Figure S30 and Table S13). As discussed above,
upon oxidation of 1 to 1+, the original bands of 1 basically
decrease in intensity, with no new prominent features
appearing. Thus, the bands of 1+ will not be discussed further
Figure 11. HOMO (left) and LUMO (right) of complex 2 (isovalue
= 0.052).
Figure 12. Calculated IR spectra of 1, 1+ (left), and 1•− (right) in CH3CN (B3LYP/RIJCOSX/D3 def2-TZVP).
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here. The reduced species 1•−, on the other hand, displays
multiple prominent bands in the low-energy visible and NIR
regions. The origin of all of these bands is in the α-HOMO of
1•−, which is delocalized over the ligand L1 (Table S15 and
Figure S28). Thus, for the reduced species, the transitions in
the lower-energy visible and NIR regions can all be assigned to
ligand-centered transitions. In particular, the broad NIR band
centered at around 1180 nm can be assigned to a α-HOMO→
α-LUMO transition, which is an intraligand-charge-transfer-
type transition from the MIC to pyridyl part of L1.
Additionally, spin-density distributions were calculated for 1+
and 1•−. In keeping with the results from EPR spectroscopy,
for 1+, the spin density is almost exclusively centered on
chromium, and for 1•−, the spin density is almost exclusively
centered on the L1 ligand (Figure 13 and Table S28).
■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have presented here the synthesis and
characterization of the first examples of chromium(0) and
molydenum(0) complexes with a MIC-containing ligand of the
1,2,3-triazol-5-ylidene type (together with an additional pyridyl
donor).
A combination of IR, EPR, and UV−vis−NIR spectroelec-
trochemical measurements shows that the oxidation step is
metal-centered and completely reversible for the chromium(0)
complex.45,46 This result is a confirmation that the MIC ligands
can support reversible redox processes at metal centers by
compensating for the electron loss through their strong
donating power. The first reduction step for both complexes
is reversible for both complexes and almost exclusively
centered on the pyridyl-MIC ligand. This is also the first
report on a thorough characterization of a transition-metal-
bound MIC radical. DFT and TD-DFT calculations were
performed to further understand and support the aforemen-
tioned spectroscopic data.
The photochemical reactivity under the presence of different
organic ligands was investigated by time-resolved (step-scan)
FTIR spectroscopy, with the formation of metastable photo-
products reacting back to the educt species in slow reverse
reactions. The reaction mechanism will be further elucidated
by high-level quantum-chemical calculations, but the presented
results already show that the irreversible loss of a CO ligand
and occupation of a free coordination site by a solvent
molecule, which are typically observed for homoleptic
M(CO)6 and heteroleptic M(CO)4L2 transition-metal com-
plexes, are definitely not observed for the MIC-containing
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